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Questions for FAQ (follows conversations locally)

This is my take on some of the questions that have cropped up over the last few months 

Outcomes
What are the outcomes and benefits at population scale

What outcomes - measured, measurable, what matters

Process issues
Timescale and process

•  What are the checkpoints – how will we know we are doing well, or not – especially in some of 
the cultural aspects and movement towards whole population capitation methods

• What are the tests of fitness for purpose for both the payer and provider side of this venture
• I n the past (TCS and other) we have egs of providers hovering up “community services” then 

asset stripping as they shape the world in a way that best suits their interests – how to ensure 
doesn’t happen again

Key challenges
• “Changing behaviour and culture” - what does this actually mean
• Political interference - internal and external... how to guard against
• Especially patients to get from idea to functioning model
• We’ve been here before - will this time be different??
• GMS and loss of independent contract
• Defence union issue...dispersed accountability for outcomes... how does this work in practice
• Interdependency of range of services to deliver outcomes - GP more vulnerable on this
• Managerial time and capacity
•  We’ve read about Cambridgeshire and its seeming “failure”. Why did it fail, what can we learn, 

how  can we ensure doesn’t happen again
• Sorting out the tendency to meddle at micro level and move to macro level planning
• Org and system governance
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Narrative
• Patients - been consulted? what will it look like for them? what will change for patients
•  What’s the tipping point at which this becomes the most straightforward option and path of 

least resistance – (new hospital in spain, earthquake in NZ, ACA in USA)
• Do we need a change in legislation to make this happen
• Bottom up vs top down – which way is best
• Language – “ACO” turns everyone off…. Call it “Bob”….
• Public narrative – why will this be better
• Political narrative – help our pols help this along
• Especially narrative around the endpoint & the vehicle to deliver this end point
•  Whats the clinical and patient case for change – as opposed to the managerial case which is 

well established

Form and function issues
•  What is the role of the payer in practice – scope / scale / size / what functions and experience 

(market developer, facilitator, shaper, macro system design, payment and risk share operation)
• Primary care commissioning – where does it fit
• Specialised – same
• Hospital led vs GP led – which is best
• Where does PH fit – provider and technical expertise (see as different)
• Scale / scope / boundaries
• Extent to which LA is “in” and can guarantee budget stability
•  What happens in circumstance where provider wants to close a service / asset strip – who has 

what responsibility, regulatory issues, equity and inequality issues
•  Distribution of resources within a system – and ensuring resource allocation addresses the 

inequality issue


